SURGICAL PROCEDURAL MASK

HOW TO USE MASK

- Avoid touching the outside fabric mask and then touching the inside fabric.
- Avoid touching your face while wearing mask
- Use the Mask straps to take mask on and off
- Prepare your own mask and filters.
- Launder mask regularly
- Keep a dirty bag to put used filters in for later cleaning.
- Always be sure to wash your hands before accessing and installing a new filter

HOW TO WASH MASK

- Separate fabric mask from reusable filter
- Fabric mask can be laundered (temperature hot)
- If possible, avoid scented products
- Avoid fabric softeners
- Place in dryer must be HIGH HEAT (turn eco saver off))
- Dry 40 minutes

HOW TO CLEAN FILTER

HOT WATER VAPOR

- Using a type of colander or sieve, suspend mask over direct steam for 10 minutes, on each side.
- Use tongs to handle Cool down and let dry before immediately packaging in a clean ziplock bag.
- To speed up drying, filter can be placed on a glass plate and microwaved for 2 minutes.

MICROWAVE STEAMED

- Rinse filter under hot water, wring out
- In microwave safe bowl heat damp filter on high for 2 minutes
- Microwave temps vary! Do not burn!!
- Be careful when opening, filter will be hot, touch only with tongs for sanitary purposes.
- Cool down and let dry before packaging in a clean ziplock bag.